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OlW'TER I
IliTROWCTIOl~

AND STATEMmiT OF THE PROBL»(

Stimulus generalization has long been a problem in pS7ehology.

Since the earl7 1900's when Pavlov found salivation oceuring

to stimuli other than the uncond1 tioned. stimulus (food) ~ it has
become a major eoncept in almost every experimental, theoretical
system.

Whether it was termed irradiation (Pavlov), primary and

8econda~

stimulus generali zation (Hull).. induction

(SI~inner) I

or

merely nondifferentlation (Woodworth and Schlosberg), it has nevertheless held the interest of psychologists for many years.

Al-

though Pavlov was the first to note this phenomenon, his theoret-

ical structure, being basically physio1ogical, has, by and large,
been relegated to the background of experimental PS7chology, while
the behavioral data of his, and others., studies remain.

Hence,

it is as a behavioral level conoept that generalization is used
in this thesis.
Even though the relatively simple beha.vioral approaoh is adapted to stimulus generalization, further qualifications and
clarifications are needed.

Definitions of this phenomenon, for

example, ere deceptively simple, for they raise
1

mOTEl

problema

2

than they solve.
finition.

Underwood (1949), for Instance, gives this de-

"When stimulus A gains power to ell01t response B,

other stimuli similar to A may also be shown to have some
c1 to elicit B.

t.nd.n~

Now, on the

Thls is stimulus generalization."

faceof itt this seems to be a fairly Innocuous statement, yet
When such terms as "gains power," "ellcit8,'· and
examined, some contuslon ls certe.in to arise.

lus gain power?

8

a1m11arft are

How does a stImu-

What, exactly, is meant by the word elic1t1 What

standards are used tor judglng Similarity and are the standards
necessarl1y unidimensional?

All these and more questions could

be raised in responaa to such a definition.

A sim1lar def1111tlon, and one which again does not answer
these que.tions 1s that of Hovland (stevens. ed. 19$1).

"!hi.

situation is stmilar to the type of set-up that prodUces stimulus
generalisation ln conditioning experiments.

Response 1. obtained

to sttmull not generally used in the conditioning, and the respODse is greater to stimuli similar to the stimulus originally
used than to those more 1'emote.o
A somewhat more detailed definition is

offe~ed

by Hilgard

(1956) •
"A new conditioned stimulus, not previously reinforced,
may elicit a ccndit10ned response, the first time it is presented. The probab11ity that it ~ll do so 1s increased it
it is similar to the conditioned stimulus which has been reinforced. Thus if a conditioned response 1s obtained to one
tone, another tone, at a slightly different frequency, will
also produce a conditioned response, with lesser magnitude

3
the further the separation of the tones. This prooess whereby a novel stimulus produces a response learned to another
s1m11ar stimulus i8 known as genere.lizatlon. n
Here, although an example of stimulus similarity is given, a universal application ot the concept 1s certainly lacking.

Note al-

so the qualification given to the response, attributing to it a
-lesser masn1tude", 1.e. modifying the response quantitatively
rather than qualitativel,._
Finally, a definition by English and English (1958) provides
a distinction (and in Eis opinion, a useful distinction) between
printan and mediated stimulus generalizEl.tion.

Here stimUlus ge-

neralization itself refers to,
•••• the faot that after an animal learns to make a certain response to a certain stimulus, oertain other previous17 Inetrective attmull will also elicit the conditioned response. If the stimuli are perceptually similar, it is said
to b. a priman stimulus genero,11zatlon. Medlated stimulus
generalizntion refers to the case of stimuli, not peroeptual1,. s1llilar, that pa1'ticlpate 1n generalization because of the
equivalence of the responses they evoke."
Here, although an attenpt 18 made to qualify stimuli, in

priJl'l~"

leneralization as similar 1n terms of "peroeption,1I there wou.ld,
no doubt, arise

It

cry of ambiguity :Crom. mElny

psycho~.ogist8.

Me-

diated stimUlus generalization, however, is defined in strictI,.
observable terms, and in terms, not of the stimuli, but of the
responses.

ihpt 1£11, a stimulus is de:eined as generalized to, if

and only if, it evokes the seme or a similar response ns the original stimulus.

(1'b.is 'WOuld seem to put the s1m11nrity of respon-

ses under the same restrictions as were mentioned in defining the

4
sim11arity of stimuli; however, E believes these restriotions can
be overcome if the response is defined in terms of a psysical system, as will be shown later.)
Despite the simplicity and apparent similarity in these defin1t1ons, one 'WOuld not be correct in assuming that the concept
of stimulus generalization has not been criticized.

Hovland

(19.5~

believes much needs to be done before any clear cut laws on the
subjeot can be propounded:
·WOrk on the torm of generalisation gradients is seriously limited b7 the lack, at the present time, of adequate
8cales of stimulus similarity and response magn1 tude. Studies are alao needed on the factors influencing the fo~ of
the cradient. One relevant factor is the strength of the unconditioned stimulus. The stronger the unconditioned stimulus, the wider the generalization."
Bullts (1943) definition of

st~nulu8

Similar to the others, is a bit broader.

generalization.

~le

"The reaction involved

in the original oonditioning becomes connected with a oonsiderable
zone ot stimuli other than, but adjacent to, the stimulus conventionally involved in the oris1nal conditioning; this is called
stimulus generalization."

Of this definition Lashley and Wade

(1946) say. "It is merely a restatement of the ancient law of as.oelation by similarity; it provides no answer to the psychololioal problem of Whet constitutes similarity or how the generalized association is developed".

Attacking the whole concept of

at1mulus generalization Lashley and Wa.de next turn to Hovlandts
definition, liTo demonstrate irradiation in primary oonditioning

the subjects must be

inexpe~ienoed

with respect to the stimulus

dimension used, in order to rule out any tendency to identify a
single stimulus as belonging in a familiar graded series or to
use habIts of relational thinking."
Oontinuing

a

mo~e gene~al

thei~

attaok of the generalization phenomenon on

level the authors add,

"Even 'With human subjects, cond1tlor:ed to the sound of
a bell, the senior au~or has obtained the conditioned reaction without further training, fram the sound of a buzzer,
of breaking glas8, ot clapping hands, rr~ a flash of ligbt,
and from pressure or priok on the arm. or face. The only di.ension conwon to such stimuli Is the.t 8.!.1 produoe a sudden
ehange in the environment. Such tests show that the conditioned reaotion is initially \L~d1fferentl~ted: they do not
tell What associations have been formed with the conditioned
stimulus."

Lashl.., and Wade, 01 tins other $X_pIes, tu:ron ne.xt to the basic.
of leer.lilatlon theoz-y.

nThe fUndemental aSrlum.ption of Neo-

PaVlovian theo17, that 1:n eond1 tioning ell aspects of a stimulus
are associated with the reaction, is dem:cnstrebly false. 1t

'!'he

authors then eonolude, "Psychological analysis Of peroeptual similarity has apparentl,. reached an impasse.

No general lews des-

oriptive of the processes by which s recognition o:f similarity

1. z-eached have been formulated."
Lashley and Wade are z-ather pessimistic in their hope for an
objective criterion of aim.118P1ty, "S1mi18Plties in experience
may exist :foz- which no objeotive oontinuum is discoverable, as
appe8PS in the classification of odors, and in equivalencies aCross s eU80ry modali ties. n

However, they do

ad::n1 t

the ex! at eno.

6

of a1m1le.rl ty and, anticipating Jmglish and Eilglleh, a method ot
measuring 1 t, hence, "Degree of s1milari ty 1s a product
activity of the organism, not a physioal property."
the pOint ot view taken in this thesis.
(aa defined by a physIcal _,.atem 1.e. the

ot the

This will be

That ls, If a response
p.'1chogalvan_.~t.r' 00-

ours in the presence ot a st1mulus b .. auae 1. t has been condi tlone4
1n the presence of a dlfterent stimulus (different at least to
tbe extent that diffepent sensory organs are involved 1n the perceptlon of each st1mU.1ue) tben genereli.stlen will have been sud
to bave ocoUl'Ped.

'.there is no question here of a1m11ari ty of ati-

DlUll, sense Jlodallty, or eliciting a response.

'0 be dete.r.m1ned here 1s

~eth.r

'l'he only question

or not a response Vill occur to

a stlMulua because of S's previous experience with another stt.ulus.

It 1t doea, generalization has, by definition, ooourred

(the problem of how a stimUlus, perceptually different from another stimulUS, cen be generalized to, Will be
!his frame of reference 1s
(19$4).

8UD11ar1

dlscuss~1

later).

zed by Woodworth and Schlosbera

"It the pesponse remains the aame, the new atimlll:u _an

be called equivalent to the old.

It ma7 not be equivalent in all

reapects, but it does elicit the same response."

Again. the s ...

authors point out, "In a aome.nat different context a stimulua is
said to be seneralized it other stimUlI can be substituted for 1t
and elicit the same :response.

The or1ginal context here was Pav-

lov's stu47 of condi tlomng."

A word miaht be said here concerning the relationship of

7

stimulus generalization and transfer of' training.
transfer are typified by YUm (1931),

~!elton

Experiments on

and von Lae: ..,.. (1941),

F'or example, Bruce found that r!laking an old

and Bruoe (1933).

response (using nonsense syllables) to new stimuli resulted in socalled positive transfer (the ratio ot transfer being about 100,

63) and that the more similar were the stimUll the greater was the

pcal t1 ve transter.

Now, most autho!'8 'WOuld distinguish this tn>e

ot phenomenon tram stfmnlus generalization.
not clear to EI

This distinction 1.

Woodworth and Schlosberg (19$4) attempt to dif-

ferentiate the two concepts

by

olaim1ng some sort of achievement

1s acoomplished 1n transfer experiments hence, "Generalization in
this ordinary sense i8 an aChievement, but in the Pavlovian sen••

it 18 no aohievement but a primitive state ot behavior, the only

achievement being to advance out ot this stage by aid of differential reinforcement."

trar,..

This distinction, in Eta opinion 1s a.bi-

Wh.thet" one is an achievement and. the othel- a p:r1m1t1ve

state 1s nothing more than a problem of semantics.

The taot ot

the matte:r 1s that both types of phenomenon obey the S8me laws,
ape predictable using the same concepts, and are subject to the
.... effects of reinforcement contingencies.

~e

only distinotion

between stimulus generalisation and transfer of training that E
18 able to determine is that the former concept is usually used

when the data are concerned with either animal behavior or autonomi. responsea,

~ile

the latter concept is :reserved tor data

8

ooncerned with human skeletal behavior.

Whether this distinction

is valid in view of the similarity of the lava of both phenomenon
i8

the~etore

highly debatable.

Stimulus generalizatIon experiments using attmuli of the
.... sense modality and the psychogalvanometer have usually relied
on tonal quallties.

Hovland (1937) studied the effects of condi-

tIOD1ng and generalization of tones varying separately the frequeno,. an' the intensity of the tones.
sentlng 25

466,
60,

j.n.d.'.

(just noticeable difterenees) of cycles (lS.3,

1000, an41967 cyoles) and

74,

He Chose four tones repre-

SO

j.n.d.'s of intensitles

and 56 deai.bels above threshold).

(40,

In both eases, after

16 pairings of tne basal tone and abock, generalization gradients
were plotted on the basis of recorded GSR'S (in millimeters).

In

the caae of .frequency differencea the GSa- • .for the four tones

were found

tob.

statistically 8ign1.ficant, however, generaliza-

tion was a180 evident 1n the form of a negatively
curve.

aeeele~ated

Aa to the intensity ditferences the results showed a un1-

tor.. leneralization
oend1tion1ng.

~d1ent

away tram the basal intensity used in

This is the type of' experiment Lashley and Wade

would attack on grouna.. that it did not control the variable of
the subjects previous experieno. with the stimulus dimension used,
hence the subject's "tendency to identify a aingle stimulus as belonc!ng In a tamiliar graded .eries or to use habits of relational
thinkinsh •

The., woUld

8.180

criticize the exporiments on the

9
.pounds that all the st1mull used produced a "sudden change in
the envlrormtent" consequently it might not ha... e been the properties of the stimuli themselves which elicited the GSRts.
Stimulus generalization studies varying, not the sense modalit7, but the formal and meaningfUl properties of attmuli have
been

perfo~ed

(1946).

by Oofer and Foley (1943), Riess (1940),. and Riess

In the initial experiment of Riess a printed Stimulu8

word and a loud buzzer were paired until the GSH to the word was
at least :3 t1me. it. level before conditioning had been initiated.
!hen a homophone and '}'non,. for eaoh conditioned word were presented S times each in random order.

The results ahowed the GSR

to be consiatently greater to the synon,. than to the homophone.
In hia latter experiment Riesa used the same conditioning procedure but pre.ented wopds representiq homophoniC, antonymlc, and
synonom1o rela.tioDships to the conditioned words.

He also divided

his subjects l8to age groups of 7-9 years, 10-11.8 years, and
those over 11.8 years.

He found generalization of the

GSR

was

Ireate.t to the homophones, lees to the antorqm., and smallest to
the s}'nonyme 1n the 7-9 yea:r group: greatest to the anton,.•• les8
to the homophones, and smallest to the

s~o~a

in the 10-11.8

group; and greatest to the aynonJas, less to the anton,.•• and
smalleat to the hamophonea in the oldest group (over 11.8

yeara~

St1Nalu8 generalization studies have even been used to explain the phenORenon of ooncept formation.

Lonl (1940) trained

)-6 year old Children to preas a window through which a rectansu-

10

1. . block of wood could be .een (reinforcement of the correct
response cOIling in the form of

Q

piece of candy).

After learnlng

of the correct response had been stabl1lzed, spherical stlmull of
varlous sizes, colors, and materials were contrasted with more
angular objects and the cylindrical objects were usually chosen
v1th little addltional training:.

This would seem to measure "con-

cept fomation" adequatel,. only if one were to define it in terms
of •

un1determinant, unidemensional stimulus attrlbute.

to~al,

E bellevea, however, that most psychologists think of "concept

tOrRat1oa" .. a mope Involved process than responding to a concrete, observable stimulus on the baai. of its similari t,. to the
oonditioned stimulus.

a concept ia

~uall,.

That ia, a judgment made on the basis of
thousbt of aa involving principles more ab-

strae' than are eVident in this experiment.
experimenta on stimUlus generalization, while

lnter-s.n.o~

ra:re, have been performed.
that of Wylie (1919).
part of 3 groups
OJ' shock stimuli.

O~

One example of such an experiment is

W,.lie shaped avoidance responses on the

rats, based on

eithe~

conditioned sound, light

He found the avoidance response generali'"':ed to

the other stimuli in ternss of a small but consistent saving In the

nUl'llber ot tr1ala requiJ'e4 to learn the response, despite the faot
that no previous pairing of the conditioned stimUli had been given.

It lila,. be doubted 'Whether this wes stimulus generalization

or merel,. a
ponding to.

n sudden.

change in the environment" the rats were r'es-

B1*ogden (1939) al80 did a study in inter-sensory ati-

11

mulus generalization; however, he paired his conditioned stimuli
before. the response was eond.1 t1oned.

Eight dogs were 1~irst g1 ven

a bell and light pairing for 10 days, 20 times per day, resulting
in 200 pairings of the bell and light.

4

vas conditioned in

!hen a flexion response

dogs by a bell-shock procedUre while the

same type response was conditioned in the other
ahock procedure.

4

dogs by a light..,

Oontrol groups were given the same flexion pro-

cedure without previous bell-light pairing.

After the flexion

response had stabilized in both the experimental and control
group., the animals w.hieh had been given the bell-shock pairing
were presented the light as a stimulus, t'lh.ile the animals which
had been conditioned on a light-shock pairing were presented the
bell as a stimulus.

!he experimental group (which had previously

had the bell-light pairing) made a total of 78 responses to elther the bell or the light, depending on which one had not preceded shock.

!he control (no previous bell-light pairing) group

made a total of

~

responses to the conditioned stimulus which had

not been paired with shock.
Here then lies a. firm basis for defining stimulus generalisation without encountering the problem of stimulus simile,rit1'.
In eftect, generalization would be sa.id to hsve occurred if a
response is made in the presence of a. stimulus because of previous
cond1tioninc procedures involved With a 41fterent stimulus.

Whe-

ther the response is made in the presence of the two stimuli because the stimuli are similar in one or another dimension or be-

12
cause the stimuli were paired previously in a spatial-temporal
arrangement, as ooours in ola8sioal conditioning paradigms, i8 of
no concern here.

This definition 113 not circular, for two or more

stimuli can be presented and the occurrenoe of the respc,nse noted
or not, as the ease may be.

en

the basis of this definition then, the Question which this

study hopes to answer is this - will a response, conditioned to a
spokfm, meaningful (familie.r) word, generB.lize to the l"ll"'itten fol'!'J.
of the word) and s1mila.rly, will a respons e, c endl ti oned to a spo ..
ken, unfamiliar nonsense syllable, generalize to the written form
of the nonsenae syllable?

If the response does generalize, it

will be irrelevant Whether it generalizes on the basis of same dimenaion of similarity, or because of prt3vious spatial-temporal
pairings ot the two forms of the stimuli in the past experiences
of the subjeots.

!be problem is a purely, empirical one,

and

one

which E feels bas man,. implioations ill the fieldS of testing, eduoation, interViewing, psychotherapy, etc. (see discussion

ehQpte~.

The response (or reflex) chosen for this study is the GSR, since

this response can vary both quantitatively and qualitatively, and
because it 113 a response 'Which a subject cannot, without greet
diffioulty if at all, brIng under voluntary control

(and for o-

ther reasons to be discussed later).
To summarize then, the question which this experiment hopes

to answer 1s, will a GSR, condItioned to the sound of a spoken,
meaningful. word, generalize to the visual form of the same wordJ

13
and w1l1 a GSR, conditioned to the sound of an un.fnmi1iar nonsense

syllable, generalize to the visual form ot the same nonsense 871lable?

Apparatus:
fhe galvanic skin response (GSR) has long been a phenomenon
of study in psychology.

Known variously as psychogalvanic reflex

(PGR), skin resistance, palmar res1stl'lnce, palmar conduotance,
electrodermal response (BOR), and skin potential, this phenomenon
was f'irat diacove1"ed in 1888 by Fere.

Passing a weak ourrent

through electrodes pls.oed on a subject's forearm, Fere noted the
deflection of a galvanometer (also included in the circuit) When
he presented auch stim.uli as the sound of a tunIng fork, the sight
of colored glass, or an odorous substance to his subjects.

This

galvanometer deflection was correotly interpreted by Fer. as indicatIng an inores.sed flow of' electricity due to a decrease in bodily resistanoe.

In 1890, two years later, Tarchanotf disoovered

a difference in electrioal potential for any two areas of the body
connected in circuit with a galvanometer.

Tarchanoff n(;}utralized

this difference 1n potential b'1 adm:1.nistering a weak, extot-nal current in opposit10n to the subjects' normal potent1al difference.
A defleotion on the galvanometer, from a basal po1nt, could then
be recorded upon presenta.tion of a st1mulus.

14

However, the Tar-

IS
chanoft method usually refers to merely attaching two electrodes
to a subjeot and noting any deflections in a galvanometer after
it has stabilized.

Althouch both types of' phenomenon have the

same basic physiological interaction (generally agreed to be the
aec:reto17 activity of the sweat glands due to the activation of
s'YMpa.thetle nerves) the Fere method is preferred in rese"reh due
to the tact that it appears more reliable and because it allows

B knowledge of the ab.olute level of a subjects's resistance as
well as the momentary changes in resistance.

General experiments

involving the GSR and conditioning procedures are Cook and Harris
(1937), Littman (1949), White (19$2), Grant

and

Schiller (19S3),

and W10kena (19$4).
The t'JPe of salvanometer used in this study, the Loyola Psy-

chogalvanometer, was designed and built by V. V. Herr and L. F.
Osborn (19S).

POl" a gen«ral discussion of GSR circuits see Dar-

row (1930), Forbes

an.

Landi. (1935), and Flanders (19$3).

!b.

Loyola Psychogalv&noaeter (Fia. 1) was built with the express purpose of controlling the amount of current passing through th6 subject.

To

insure constant current

flo~ng

through the subject

the psychogalvanometer was balanced, regardless of the basic
tan.e, a closed type bridge circuit was employed.
comparison

or

Wbe~
resls~

This alloWl the

one person'. reflex \dth another and eliminates the

danger an open bridge has of delivering

80

high a ourrent to soae

subjects (with a low basic resistence) that they became aware of
the current.

16
A problem. arises in the construction of this type instrument,
howevw, because of the fact that the moving-coil galvanometer

has to be cpi tie ally dmrlped, or the swings of the beam will not
reflect changes in current with the proper sequences or time relations.

Having achieved a. constant current through the subject,

when the galvanometer 1s balanced, variations in voltage will oc-

cur, but within the ranges described in the following set-up,
these do not cause any notable difficulty.

The moving coil is produced by the G-M Laboratories.

It 1s

of the d'ArsonTal Type, very sensitive and yet very rugged, with
a period ot 4
11m.

and sensitivity per mm. division of scale 160

8&0.,

!"rom mirror: 0.06 microamperes.

moving e01l is 100 ohms.

Internal resistance of the

External resistance needed tor critical

damping is 1000 oms.

v. v.

Berzt turther points out the fact that the

to mount, sinoe the

~s

Whole suspension hangs.

is ea87

of the magnets have flanges on which the

The knob on top of the unit is adjustable

for the zero pOint, up to 30 degrees either way.

is in angular deflection

uru.t

40

de~ees,

The total swing

and in reflected light, 80

degrees, this la.t being rarel,. useGble with photographic paper
but ve17 usetUl for visual recording.

1'he oonstruction of the bridge (F5g.I) mere17 x-equ1res preCision 0011s (load

i

watt) for the :fixed

Bl'.!US,

and equa11,. gx-adu-

ated .tepa in the two variable resistors, steps of 5000 ohms for
the master, and 500 for the vernier.

17
Figure I

LOYOLA PSYCHOGALVANOMETER

9".~ aI.

c.

I"l~+
Since current through the bridge is constant at all times,
critical damping avoids all flfree swings" of the coil due to its

4" and hence the deflections are true piotures of changes in the subject. Copper electrodes t X li inChea

own proper period of

were immersed in 0.1 N saline solution, thereb7 minimizing, the
effects of any sweating by the subject.
the bridge when balanced

~

Total current through

0.000160 amp. (160 microsmpa).

The

measured change in current through the subject for a drop of .350
Ohms i8 one (1) microampere increase.
vary with his R.

Voltages across the subject

If a subject had only 5,500 ohms of resistanoe,

he would receive only 0.88 volts, whereas one who hed 50,000 ohms
would receive 8.0 volts.

Mean R tor this set-up is 30,000 ohm.;

18
a subject with aversge resistanoe receives 4.80 volts, an optimum.
The magnitude of the response was recorded in terms of a mm. deflection from. the basic level of resistance.

The other two pieces of apparatus involved in the experiMent
.ere two electrodes in a circuit consisting of 3

1i To1t

cella,

in series, with a manually adjustable inductorium of the Harvard
type between the cells and the electrodes, enabling E to regulate
the amount of shock (although the ooil setting was changed only
once during the entire experiment); and an electrically operated
tachlstoaoope(or memory drum).

Both the shocking apparatus and

the tach1stoaeope could be started and stopped by E by means of
hidden foot pedal SWitches.

That is; by depreSSing one foot ped-

al E was able to close the "shocking" oircuit thereby sending current across the gap separating the electrodes waich were attached
to each subjects' forearm.

When Eta foot was lifted from the ped-

al the cirouit was automatically broken.

When B depressed the

toot pedal eontroll1nl the tachistoscope, on the other hand, the
etroui t rema:tned. closed (even if the foot pedal was t-'e1eased) until it was depressed again, thereby enabling the tachistosoope to
JWUn

at 1 ts own set time interval wi thcut continued control by E.
1'h6 8ubjeots oonsisted of 10 ful1-t1.l1le undergraduate stUdents

($ men and 5 women) at Loyola UniverSity, rvnging in age from 1822.

Matet-'ial:
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A 11st was made up consisting of four nonsense syllables
(FAP, POB, MEV, and ZUK) and four neutral words (Pencil, Pond,
The rour nonsense syllables were taken from

Swim, and Give).

Hull"

(1933) study Which showed that, of 320 selected nonsense

syllables, these rouP evoked reports ot meaningfUlness less than

S% ot

the time) the four neutral words were taker." "rom Smith"

(1922) study lIhicb showed these four words evoked the smallest

GSH's,
Aas'l.lll.1ng then that these eight 1 tem.s (four words and fouP
Donsense 8711ab1es) were relatively neutral to the subjects, E
Made up 8 random lists of the eight items with the exception that
the word "eneil' and the nonsel'l8iJ syllable IFAP' appeared tWice
in each of the 8 lists i.e. a total of 16 times.
behind the pz-ooedure was thiS.

reets

The rationale

Under the guise of testing the ef-

8 lists

01' aaot1en on intelligence E would read alOUd all

With a S see. interval between each word or nonsense syllable.
Every time the word • Peneil t or the nonsense syllable

called out the sub3ect received an eleetz-io shock.
jeot had

beard

I

Fl,P' was

After the sub-

all the l1st. (Whioh included 16 'Pencil l

pa1rinaa and 16

I

-

shock

PAPt - shook pairings) the secol'ld part r>f the ex-

per1aent. determining geeralisation from the sound stimulus

t

Pen-

cil' and 'FAP' to the wrItten st:hnulu8 torm of 'Penc1l' and IF'A.P'.
was started.

aere,

eaoh subject was presented the list 01' e1ght

itau (Including IPencil' and 'PU t

)

twice, onoe b,. E reading them
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aloud again and once by hs.ving them appear singl:;, and in their
written form, on the tachistoscope.

There was about a

1S

sec.

interval between the presentation of each item this time, and each
subjeots' GSR to each item, as presented

bO~l

sually on the tachistoscope, waS noted.

To control for extinguish-

ina

orally by E and vi-

eftects halt the subjects were presented the list orally first

and on the tachistoscope last, while the other helf of the sub-

jects were presented the lists in the reverse order.

The purpose

of the second part of the exper1m.f.mt was deSigned to determine

1) 1t a GSR had been successfully conditioned to the spoken word
IPencll' and to the spoken nonsense syllable 'PAPt,

2} if the GSR

had been auoceaaru1ly oonditioned to these spoken items, had it
ge1\eral1zed to the written word 'Penc11' and tho written nonsense
871lable 'FAP' and )

if the GSR had generalized to the written

torma, was the degree of generaliza.tion greater for the raeaningful

stimulus (Pencil) or fOr the non-meaningfUl stimulus (PAP).
'fhe procedure, in more detail, 1s as follows.

Upon ontol'ing

the testing booth each subject vas seated to the left of 11 and. the
Shock producing electrodes were attached to his or her right forearm b7 means of self-t1gh-;en1n.g medical straps.

The first and

third fingers of the left hand Were then hnersed in the finger
OUP8

of' the L0701a Psychogalvanometer.

aS3llme ••

coafOPtable

Ii.

Each subject was told to

position as poss1ble since they would not

be allowed to move during the exPeriment.

The following ina truc-

tiona were then read.
"We are trying to determine the effects of emotion on intelligence. I am going to say some items, one every tive seconds. Half of the items will be words with 'Which you ue
familiar, half will be what we call nonsense syllables. A
nonsense syllable consists of two consonants with a vowel between them. In all cases the vowel will be pronounced in its
long vowel sound. For example. the nonsense syllable P-E-B
would be pronounced pEs. The list of eight items will be pre
sented eicht t~es but each ttme it will be presented in a
different order. Since we are trying to determine the effect
of ~ot10n on intelligence you will feel an electric Shook
every once in a While duping the presentations of the list.
At the end Of all the presentations you will be asked to ~e
call, verbally and without spelling, all the items you can
remember. lUia4J' "I
Each list conaisting of the four neutral words and four non...

sense syllables was read in a random order except that each I1st
oontained the word 'Pencil' and the nonsense syllable • Fur twice.
Hence, wheress each word and nonaanse 8Jllable was read a total of
eight times,

I

Pencil I and 'FAPt appeared sixteen times, and imme-

diately following each voeal presentation of' • Pencil· and 'FAit an
electl~1c

shock WE!S aarninist;ered by me811S of the

hidden foot pedal.

above-'r".~ntioned

At the end of' all the auditory presentations

each subject was nsl{ed tc recall as ll1any o.i' the items as possible
and E prete:aded to record tlloir responses.

The

follol~ng

instructions were

~len

read:

"This time you will be given tlle list both audibly, b7 my sa~
ing them, and visually on this tachistoscope. Here there wilJ
be Q fifteen second inte?~al between each item and the l1st
will only be presented once audibly and once visually. Again,
after these two presentations you will be asked to recall as
many of the items as possible. Ready?

Dur1ng the presentptlon of each 11st the subjects

GSR's~n
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ma.) were reoorded for all the items presented, both nud1bly and
visually, without any shock being administered.
presented after the

GSR

Each stimulus wae

to the previous stimulus had stabilized.

Now it might be suggested that what E is doing is setting
up the spoken word and nonsense syllable 'Penoil' and 'FAP' as
oonditioned stimuli, elioiting an anxiety response, and determining

~ether

or not the anxiety response i8 elicited

ponding visual

tOl'l11

of these same stimuli.

b7 the correa-

Experiments correlat-

ing anxiety and the GSR have been done by Rackley (1930), Darrow
(1936), Weloh and Kubls (1947), Schiff,

and BelTY and Martin (19$7).

~en

and Welch (1949),

In the present stuq, however, thia

correlation is neither assumed nor disputed.

Rather, the GSR ia

accepted ae a response comparable to any other response an organlam misht sake, except that in this case the response has the
added advantaae of be1ng defined quantitatively and in terms of
a physical system 1.e. the Loyola Psychogalvanometer.

CRAnER III
RESULTS
Befo~e

going to the specific results of this study, same com-

ment ia necessary on the unit of measurement to be used.

Previous

analyses of GSH results have shown the "basic level of resistance"
to be of great importance im determining the magnitude of the temporary fluctuations of the galvanometer due to the presentation
of atimuli.

!bat i8 to say, a subject with a relatively high ba-

slc resistance will usually show a greater momentary variation on
the galvanometer. When a stimulus is presented, than a subject
wi th a low basie resistance.

This, obviously, msJces the compari-

son of difterent individual's GSR results somewhat awkward.
Many studies have been done on this problem 1.e. Haggard and
Garner (1946), Lacey (1947), Lacey and Siegel (1947). Jones and
Haggard (1948), and Haggard (1949).

Because of these, and other

atudies, there was a plea for the use of conductance scores, log
conductance scores. square root of the conductance, ratio of realatance, etc.

Probably the most widely accepted, but certainly

not universally accepted, score transformation is that of Haggard
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(1949). Vsing the criteria of simplicity, normality, and equalit,. of units, HagSal'd argued for a score arrived at by diYid1ng the

10& resistance change GSR plus an empirically determined constant
b,. the level of skin resistance (basic resistance) and mUltiply-

Ing the result by 100 (to ri4 the score of fractions).
Fortunately, the controvers,. over the proper unit of meas'tll"e·
sent is not applicable to the present study, for the folloWing
rea80n.

As ment10ned above, the controversy has arisen because

ot the 1nfluenoe of the basiC resistance levels upon the tempor..,
oonductanoe chanses, making a comparison Of d1f.ferent subjects unreliable because of the subjects' different bas1c resistance levela. In an experiment such as this one however, the comparison
to be aade 1s an Intra-1nd1 vi dual compa.rison. not an inte,...ind.1vidual one.

that is, :m individua.l's GSR under one set of oon-

d1tlOlUi 1a bes.na compared with his own GSR under a different set

of condltlona, both sets of conditions involving essentially the
s ... baalc resistance leYel sino. the same individual 18 be1nS

••••ured.

No compari.on 18 be1ng made between one subject's GSR

and another subject's GSR (which would proba.bly 1nvolve different

basia resiatance levels).

FUrthermore, the GSR changes to be com-

pared oocurred within five minutes of each other, hence any chanain basic reSistance level, it any. of a g1ven subject 1a of suCh

minor magnitude that it would be properly termed irrelevant to
the results,

!bat is to say, 1n a generalization experiment such

2$

as thia one, the comparison to be m.ade 18 not between two or more
individUals with differing basic resistance levela, but between
the same individual, with the same ba.sic resistance level, under
two types ot stimuli; hence the basic resistance level is not an

Any transformation of scores, therefore,

uncontrolled variable.
would merely be a linear

transfo~ation

scores E is interested in.

~s

not effecting the relative

same argument also holda for the

group data shown, since each subject, with

tanoe level, is a part

ot'

th~

each group oo.m.pared.

a transformation of basic data is not needed in

same basic resisTo SUMlnarize then,
~11s

study because

&nJ oomparison o£ scores always involves the ssme basic resistance
level.
FOr the above reasons, and also because the data of the GSK
axae being treated as a roesponse similar to any other response an

organism makea, the results will be reported in millimeters (ma.).
That 18. mm.. will be used since, as mentioned previously, the GSR,
aa a response, will be defined in

te~$

of a physioal system i.e.

the Loyola Psyohogalvanometer (the scale ot this instrument being

oa11 bra ted in mm.).

The results ax-e shown in figures II and III.

In figure II

the GSa's for all the items are presented for both the audible and

visual sttmuli.

It can be s.en fram this figure that Pencll, aa

presented audibly, evoked the largest mean GSR (15.8), followed by
Swim (9.4), PAP (8.9), and Pond (6.6) i.n the audible series.
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Figure II
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e.pt tor the surprisingly high GSR to SwtB these results would
seem to indicate that conditioning to the audible sttmuli Pencil
and PAP WaS successtul.

That Swim produced such

a

large GSH can

be explained, E feels, by the fact that 1 t was the first word in

tbe audible list Which was used to determine the subjects' GSH;
hence the larse GSR i8 not a result of the specif1c word itself,
but rather 18 a result of the fact that Swim was the initial atimulua ot a procedure that had been previously accompanied by shock
In other words, Swim constituted a ttaudden change in the environment" which Lashley and Wade (1946) spoke of as prodUCing a generalizea GSR.

ina

PUrther..ore, since the audible lists presented dUr-

the conditIoning period were presented in random

or(~er,

all

the words and nonsense syllables became conditioned atimuli to a
oertain extent, due to their spatial-temporal pairing with Pencil
and PAP, anelraore remotely, with the administered shock itself.
It can a180 be seen from figure II that while both Pencil and FAP
.yoked relatively large GSR's, Pencil vas more effective than FAP.
B belleves there are several reasons for this result.

Firat, the

it... in figure II are presented in the order in whioh they were

presented in the aud1bl. post-oondit1oning phase.

It can there-

fore be .een that since Pencil occurred before FAP and was not
ahookeel (&bock was not administered while the GSR's were being reoord.el, obyioua17) any extinguishing effects would be expected to
leneralize to FAP.

Also, one would expect a stimulus whioh 1a not
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famillf\r to the subject. such as FAP, to requil'e more conditionlns
t:rials to build up the stimulus
as

camp~ed

as a conditioned

I1

nega tive" one,

with the familiar stimulus Pencil.

Aa to the visual series. the order of presentation was as

follows:

Give - ZUK - MEV - reneil -

Sw.L~

- FAP - Pond - POB.

Bere 1 t can D.gain be seen that Pencil (10.1) evoked the largest
GSR, followed by Give (5.9), FAP (4.1), ene' Pond (3.8).

Alain, it

is noted that the word Give evoked a large GSH beoause of its ini-

tia.l position in the visual, aSR determining series (see the discussion above on the word Swim).

Furthermore, the sound of the

taehistosoope motor approximated somewhat the sound of the shocking lnstl'1lment 'When shock was applied hence one would also expeet
a 1aItse GSH to the Initial stimUlus of the visual series until extinotion hetd taken plsee relo.tlve to the motor of the tachistoscop
(a1 though burrel' words might have been used to extinguLsh this ef-

rect E felt they would not have been explicable in terms Of the
instructions given to the subjects).

Again one can Bee that Whl1e

the visual stimulus Penoil evoked a rels.ti vel,. large GSR, the nonsense syllable F'AP was not as effective.

This result can in pa.ttt,

be explained by the fact that Pencil occurred before FAP in o:rder

of presentatIon (as in the audible series)J but here. however, the
GSH

evoked by PAP is not

GSRts a8

a8

well differentieted from. the ethel'

1t was when presented audibly.

That :ls, while FAP evokes

a s.maller GSR in beth the audible and visual sel'les thait Penell,
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its GSR can be clearly distinguished from the other GSR's in the
audible series, Wbereas the GSR's of the other items in the visual
.er1es are almost all as large as PAP.

Another interesting result

seen tram Pigure II is that w1 th the exception of' the word Give
(explained above) all the visual stimuli evoked lower GSR's than
d1d the same stimUli presented audibly (to be discussed below).
Figure III contrasts the mean GSRts, for the ten subjects,
of Pencil as audibly presented (1$.8) and visually presented (10.1

the nonsense syllable FAP as audibly presented (8.9) and v1sual17
presented (4.1), and the mean of the means of all the audible stimuli (6.0$) and the visual stimUlI (3.$9).

Here,

~ile

it can be

seen that there is an obvious differenoe between the stimulus con....
di tiona, a t-test (Table I) of the dif .arenee between Penel1 as
presented audibly and visually is not significant at the .10 level

'able I
v-test of the Difference Between

G!R'. to ludlhte and YIsual StfMUll
AUDIBLE

Pencll
VISUAL

STIMULI

Pencl1

STIMULI

PAP

All items

1.51

FAP
All items

2.00
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(t

= 1.51);

similarly, for FAP a t-test shows the difference be-

tween the two conditions not to be significant at the .10 level
whereas for the stimuli es a whole the ~..1fference be-

(t =1.90);

tween visual and audible presentation is significant at the .10

level (t

=

2.00)~

CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION
Although the above mentioned t-tests do not appear significant E believes they could have been affected had two faetors been
increased.

First, the number of stimulus-shock pairings (16).

while adequate for the purpose of setting-up the previou81y neutral stimulus as a conditioned negative stimulus, is !'lot, E believes, an adequate number of pairings to determine, absolute17,

I

generalization (or discrimination) response (sinee however, two
oonditioned stimuli were involved, resulting in

8.

total of 32 e-

lectric shocks to each subject, it would pppear doubtful that the
subjects would accept an 1.ncrense in this number).

Seoond, had

the intensity of the shock been increased, generalization to the
visual

s~.~~nulU8

might have been increased, for as Hovland (1951)

points out, "The stronger the unconditioned stimulus, the wider
the generalization".

It should be pointed out that although all

the subjects could verbal17
shocked on after the

~eport

expe~1ment,

which items they were being

there was no noticeable behavior.

change by most subjects while Shock

WQS

being administered.

The

only criter10n involved in the intensity of the shock adm1nia-

.32
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tered was that the subjects felt a.nd reported feeling shoek immediately after E a&:1'11nlstel'ed 1 t on a trial bs.sls 'WhIle reading
the

inst~lctions.

Now, whether these two factors would noticeably

influence the relet1ve GSRt s is, of cou.rse, tm8nswerable (indeed,
there 1s a posw·.b1lity that each might well offset the effects of
the other).
In any event, the t-tests do show certain trends 'Which are
conf1rmed by figures II and III.
GSR

Flrst, it Is evIdent that the

has generalized from the audibly presented st1.mulus word Pen-

cl1 to the visually presented stimulus word Pencil.

However, It

18 also evldent fram flgure III that there 1s a fairly large decrement in the GSR generalization to the two corresponding forms
ot both stimulI (Penc:U And FAF).

Bence we mIght sa"1 that tor

meaningfUl .aterial there will be a response, nevertheless a re1atlvely smaller one, to a stimulus presented In vlsual for..

.8

con-

trasted wlth the response to a corresponding sttmulus presented
audibly, if the audible stimUlus wal the one to whloh the response

was originally contU tioned.

'!'hat is to say, 1 f a spo.ken word is

followed by punishment (averaiye stimuli), a response of some sort
will no doubt occur when the spoken word occurs again.
response will also

occ~,

This s_e

but in a relatively smeller degree, When

the printed (visual) form of the word 1s presented.
there are maIl7 inti!vi duals 'Who, becauRe of

For example.

~re"
--~U1c

mulua-pun!ahment contingencies, Will experi

("I
\

,6

DW£~

ati-

' an em.otion~)eac ..
LOYOLA

IllNIV&:RSITY
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tion or comm.i t a particllluo t,-pe of response 'When •

"four letter" word ia spoken.

one would then predict that
ponse will oceur, albeit

On

B.

Of.A

Q

dirty" or

the basis of this experiment,

81mi 1ar emotional reaction or

r~s

smaller Magnitude, when the "f'our

letter" word 1a presented in its written or printed form i.e. as
a visual stimulus.

Again, in assooiation tests auch as the Kent-

Rosanorf or the Semantic Differential the stimulus worn ftman", if

presented as a visual stimulus, ndght well evoke a reletlvely different reapon.e as contrasted
ttJlen"

~th

the response given to the word

presented as an audible stimulus.

That this sene1"allzatlon,

tor meaningful material, will occur from the audible stimulus to

its corresponding visual stimulUS (or vice versa) ls, of course,
made on the assumption that differential relntorcaaent of the two
forms of st1muli has not oocurrec:l.

'-'hat 1s, 1f' the visual fom of

the stimulua 1s followed by positive reinforcement and the audible
torm of the attmulu8 followed by negative reinforcement, obvloua17

leneralization Will not occur.

Indeed, this process i8 the exact

opposite of general1zation, n&mely discriminatIon.
As to the non-meaningtul stimulus PAP, the evIdence for gene·
ralization is somewhat lacking (t = 1.90).

~at

1a, g1ven a at1-

JlUlua to which a subject i8 relatively unfamiliar (relatively, because the subject is familiar with the components which make up
PAP 1.e. the lettera

~A-P),

conditionIng in the audible area do ••

not seem to generallze to the corresponding stimulus in the visual
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area.

!his lack of seneralisation is further veritied by noting

the slIght difference between the

GSR

to FAP as visually presented

and the mean of the Gsa's for all the visually presented stimuli
as $hown in figure III.
!hese results raise the question of why a response to a

rami-

liap sttmUlus, 8uch a8 the word Pencil, will generalize from one
aenae modality (audible) to another sense modality (visual), while
thi. same generalisation will not take place in relation to an unfamiliar stimulua (FAP).

Although the resolution of this question

i8 clear17 beyond the scope of this paper, E wouldllke to offer
lome sUSSestions.

First, stimulus generalization from one sense

Dlod&lit.,. to another cannot possib1,- be the result of st1mulus simi
laPIt'1 8inee, obvIOUsly, stlmuli artectlng diffel"ent sense 1I0dal1 tie. muat po•• ess different formal q,uall ties.

The only al terna-

tiy., E belleY.s, is that the audlble sttmulus Pencil must have
occurred, a number of times, in a close spatial-teaporal relAtionship ld. th the visual stimulus Pencll, resulting in a classlcal typ4
oonditlonIng

~ocedure.

That ls to say, the word Pencil must have

oocurred, as both a visual and audible sttmulus, in close succes8ion, much as

Ii

bell and food a.:re paired in order to use the bell

a. a conditioned reinforoer.

E believes it is reasonable to assUDlt

that this pairing takes place in such situations as edUcational in..
stl tutlon. wbex-e "reading alOUd" pairs the visual and audible stim...
ulua.

It this pairing of the audible and visual rom of the st1mu.
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lus has not occurred, then generalization will not take place, aa
was the case With FAP.
!his hypothesi., that in order for generalization to occur
between two dissimilar stimuli, the st1muli must have been palped
spatially and temporally, has 1'ar reaching implicBtions.

If, for

exmaple, teaching machines, which use only visual sttmuli, were
u.ed extensively in education, one would expect a large verbal rep.tolpe to be built up by the student in relation to printed material, but a relat!vely small verbal repetoir. in relation to audible stimuli.

In other words, one woUld have students doing ex-

sallent work in reading and wri tins, but at the same time their
ability to understand or carry on a conversation would be veF,y
l1m1ted.

fhe only way this rather noxious situation could be a-

voided would be to implement an extensive program of pairing the
audible stimUlus with its visual counterpart.
Again, In clos& interpersonal relationships such as

counseli~

and psychotherapy, Where social intercourse 18 taking place on a
striotly verbal level, certain implica.tions may be noted.

Since

the goal of therapy is to _041£7 or ehanse a response pattern to
specific stimuli, generalization fram the verbal level to the concrete stimulus itself 1s gen..ally assumed.

That 1s, if the goal

of a part1cUlar client and therapist 18 to modify the client's response pattern to his father, and since the olient and therapist
are dealing with each other only on a verbal level, generalization
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from the st1mulus word ·'rather" to the actual father must be assumed..

If the genere.lization is

~

taking place, one would ex-

pect the client's response to the stimulus word "father" to be
qUi te d1rferent from his Nsponse to hi. actual father, hence ther
apy would be relatively ineftective here.

For example, the olient

in therapy might "intelleotualize" when speaking or his father.
!his, as most therapists know, means the client will gain little
from therapy at thi.

point.

From the trame of reference used

here, it is because the olient is not generalizing
tI

father" to hi. actual father.

~

the verbal

If he were he would p1"Obe.bly be ex-

perienoing an emotional upheaval, in which case, generalization
and effective therapy, would be taking place.

Indeed, one might

8a7 that therapy will be efractive to the extent that generalization from the verbal level, Which therapy deals with, to the actual, real! ty level, takes place.

Also, in diagnostic

WOl'l'k,

one voule

expeot some generalization and some d1f ~'erence8 in the responses
given to items as asked. audibly by an interviewer and as presented
visually on an inventory such as the MMPI.

(E apologizes for the

inferential nature of these examples and realizes fully the necesaity for further expertmental confirmation.)
Another interesting conclusion

~ich

may be drawn

tl'l'om

the re-

sults of this experiment is the fact that the subjects were responding, not to the analytic aspects of the stimUlus, but l'I'ather to
the stimulus as a Whole.

That is, although all the subjects were

certainly familia!' with the corJponent parts mnking up the word
".FAP" (the letters F,A,
p(U'tieula.r

arr~mgement

nne P), they were not familiar

Wi th this

of the parts, hence the lack of generali-

zation for the word FAP as compal'ed with Pencil.

Thls would seem

to confirm. Skin"'l.er's hypothesIs of verbal behavior, that an indi ....
vidual reacts to the stimulus pattel"'n as a whole rather than to
its constituent parts.
Further confirmation Of these conclusions stems from a comps.rison of the mean GSH's of all the audibly presented items as
contrasted with the mean of all the visually presented items (figure III).

For audible stimulI the meen GSH is almost twioe that

of the visual stimuli indicating again a d1f2e!'entiat1on of the
two types of' stimUli.

Also, an interesting fact 1.0 that, with the
"

exception of the word Give (explained

abo~e),

all the audibly pre-

sented stimuli evoked larger aSR's than their visual counterparts.
indicating generalization also occurred in terms of sound pvtterns
(a dimension of stimulus similarity?).

ORAnER v
SUMMARY

In order to test for generalization effects between audible
stImuli and vIsual stimulI (and in terms of meanIngful and nonmeaningful stimuli) ten subjects were oonditioned to the audible
stimuli Pencil and FAP (nonsense syllable) by pairing them with
Ihook.

G9'. were then recorded tor the stimull .a presented all-

d1bly and Yiaually.

!he results showed that aSH's generallzed,

though with a rather large decrement, from the audil:iL. atimulus
word Pencll to the visual stimulus word Pencil.

However, general-

lzation fro. the audibly presented nonsense syllable FAP to the
vIsually presented stimulus FAP vas not evident.
!be implIcatIons of these results for the fields of educatIon
counseling, pSJ'chotherapy, and diagnostic work were discussed.
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